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Release of Bangin-Beats "The Nasty Next Series" Hip-Hop Drum Library

Bangin-Beats Library Developers are proud to announce our newest library of one shot drum samples entitled "The
Nasty Next Series". It covers sound styles of Hip Hop & RnB music genre. The library comprisesof 10 construction kits
focusing on the grungy drum flavor Bangin-Beats is known for, with multiple kits aimed at specific production tasks..

The sound design team at Bangin-Beats is proud to announce our newest library of one shot drum samples entitled "The
Nasty Next Series", covering the Hip Hop & RnB music genre. The library consists of 10 construction kits focusing on
the grungy drum flavor Bangin-Beats is known for, with several kits aimed at specific production tasks.

These kits are the culmination of direct feedback from producers seeking clean, underground Kick and Snare drum
sample collections focused specifically on different styles of production. "Play Da Back" highlights punchy yet subdued
drums for tracks of a more laid back vibe, while others like "Big Snrs" offer sharp, in-your-face drums to cut through a
busy mix. Rounding out the collection, "Mouth-Percs" is filled with human beat box samples covering everything from
drum- pella type beats, to slathering hats and percussive mouth spasms. All recorded with bright, fast room reflections in
both mono and stereo.

The library was created with the "crate digging" producer in mind. To achieve the sound of authentic, vinyl sampled
drums, acetate dubplates were cut and much of the library re-sampled via the classic Emu SP1200 drum sampler after
proper wearing of the acetate. The Nasty Next collection truly achieves the flavor of raw, sampled drums without the
headache of locating isolated drums on vinyl, or even owning a record collection.

Sound sets in the Nasty Next series are available for $9.99 each, or $79.99 as a complete 10 set series. Sounds can be
delivered via download or on CD Rom, Zip, Floppy or CF media for all major hardware samplers such as Akai's MPC
line & the Roland MV8000, as well as software samplers such as FL Studio, Reason, Kontakt, Battery, Halion, Pro
Tools, Logic & more.
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